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ABSTRACT

The combination of high-brilliance x-ray sources, fast detector systems, wide-bandwidth networks, and parallel
computers can substantiallyreduce the time required to acquire, reconstruct, and visufllze high-resolution three-
dimensionaltomographicdata sets. A quasi-realtimecomputed x-ray microtomographysystemhas been implemented
at the 2-BM beamlineat the Advanced Photon Source at Argome National Laboratory. With this system, a complete
tomographic data set can be collected in about 15 minutes. Immediatelyafter each projection is obtained, it is rapidly
transferredto the Mathematicsand Computing SciencesDivisionwhere preprocessingand reconstruction calculations
are performed concurrently with the data acquisition by a SGI parallel computer. The reconstruction results, once
completed, are transferredto a visufllzation computer that performs the volume rendering calculations. Rendered
images of the reconstructed data are available for viewing back at the beamline experiment station minutes after
the data acquisition was complete. The fully pipeliied data acquisition and reconstruction system also gives us the
option to acquire the tomographic data set in several cycles, initially with coarse then with fine angular steps. At
present the projections are acquired with a straight-ray projection imaging scheme using 5-20 keV hard x rays in
either phase or amplitudecontrast mode at a 1-10 pm resolution. In the i%ture,we expect to increase the resolution
of the projections to below 100 nm by using a focused x-ray beam at the 2-ID-B beamlineand to reduce the combined
acquisition and computation time to the 1 min scale with improvements in the detectors, network links, software
pipeliie, and computation algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

By providing high-brilliancex-ray beams for crystallography,spectroscopy and microimaging,synchrotronsradiation
facilities are playing an increasingly important role in research in biological, physical, material, and environmental
sciences. Many applications use tomographic imaging to produce a three-dimensionalrepresentation of a sample.
Using 5-20 keV hard x rays, it is possible to image samples of a few mm thickness at 1 pm resolution in three-
dimensional-3; whde using soft x rays with a few hundred eV to 2 keV energy, small samples of a few micrometer
thicknesscan be imaged at 50-100 nm resolution.4-6 In principle, the brilliance of third-generation synchrotrons
radiation facilh%iesallows high-resolution images to be acquired at the rate of tens of images per second if photon
statistics were the only concern. ThE suggests that if a high-speed data acquisitionsystem is implemented to take
advantageof the high photon flux, it is possible to acquire enough images for a tomographic data set in a few seconds
to a few minutesso that time-resolved observationscan be made at few micrometer to tens of nm resolution in three
dimensions.

Tomography experiments generate a large amount of data in a relatively short time and demand much com-
puting power for image processing and reconstruction calculations. A high-speed data transfernetwork and a high-
performancecomputer system are therefore needed to complementthe high data acquisitionrate to give facility users
prompt feedback of the reconstruction results. This is particularlyvaluable for user-sharedfacilities where each user
has only limited days of operation annually. A quasi-realtimex-ray tomography system has been constructed at the
2-BM (bending magnet) beamline at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory. It uses
a scintillator-basedimaging system to acquire x-ray projections and transfers them to a parallel computer located
at the Mathematics and Computer Science Division (MCS) for the preprocessing and reconstruction calculations.
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Using this remote computing scheme, the computation time is approximately equal to the acquisition time so that
the reconstruction result from the data acquired at the experiment station can be viewed by the operators shortly
after the data is acquired.

2. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The 2-BM beamline was originally constructed for deep x-ray lithography exposure by Lai et al.7 X-ray microto-
mography experiments were later developed for the beamline by Lee et al.3 The dmect projection system shown
in Fig. 1 is used to acquire the tomographic projections. The x-ray beam emitted from the bending magnet is
monochromatized by a Kohzu double-crystal monochromator then apertured to a 5 mm x 5 mm size. The sample is
placed in the aperturedbeam, and the transmittedx ray illuminatesa CdWOA single-crystalscintillator. The visible
light emitted by the scintillatoris imaged to a CCD detector by a visible light microscope objective. A 10x objective
with numeric apertureof 0.2 is frequently used, but in the current setup, its effectivemagnification is approximately
5x and its numeric aperture is about 0.1. The scintillatorscreen is effectively grainless,hence the resolution of the
system is determinedprimarilyby the combination of the resolution of the objective and the CCD pixel size. Using
the Rayleigh criterion, the resolution of the objective can be estimated to be

(1)

The CCD has a pixel size of 6.8 pm, correspoondlng to roughly a 1.4pm pixel size at the sampleplane. Therefore we
estimate the resolutionof the images to be about 3 pm (or 2 pixels). This setup approximately satisfiesthe Nyquist
sampling theorem. The resolution can be improved to beyond 1 pm by using a different objective at the cost of a
smaller field of view.3

The s~ple’s complexindexof refraction and the-beampropagation distancebetweenthe sample and scinti~ation
screen determinewhetherphase or absorption is the predominant contrast mechanismof the recorded images. Fig. 2
shows one projection of a micromtilned gear acquired in phase contrast during a live demonstration of thk system
at the 1998SuperComputing Conference. Fig. 3 showsone projection of an ant’s head acquired in absorption contrast
mode during a recent test.

For each projection, typically 1024x 1024 images are acquired in 10 s integration time, or 512x512 images can
be acquired in 3 s integration time with 2x2 btig. The CCD data transfer time is about 3 s for 1024x1024
size images and 1 second for 512x512 size images. After each image is acquired, it ‘is saved-on a local hard drive,
and immediately after the data file is saved, an FTP daemon transfers it to the SGI parallel computer at MCS. A
tomographic data set is usually acquired in a few cycles, starting with coarse then progressing with finer angular
spacings. The reconstruction from the coarse steps is usually completed well before the acquisition of the fine-angle
projection finishes. Therefore the user can view the reconstruction results from the coarsely spaced data when the
projections of finer angularspacings are being acquired. This gives the user an opportunity to change parametersfor
preprocessing, reconstruction, and visualization, or to abort the acquisition. The acquisition sequence is currently
controlled by the bearnlineoperator with a program written in IDL (Interactive Data Language, Research Systems,
Inc.). The other two stages of the tomography system, reconstruction and visualization,are performed by dfierent
routines writtenin C++ (more details in Section 3). Some manualsynchronizationis needed to initiate and maintain
the pipeline. To makethis system user-tilendlyenough for generalusers, an integratedgraphicaluser interface (GUI)
tool is being developed to control all three stagesinteractivelyin a straight-forwardmanner. In addition to attachhg
a GUI to the currentacquisitionprogram, this tool adds networkfunctions that handle the data transfer and remote
launchhg of the reconstruction and visu#lzation calculations. Therefore the entire pipeline can be operated from ‘
the beamline experimentstation.

3. COMPUTING STRUCTURE

The data filestransferredhorn the acquisitionsystem to the parallel computer store information on the experimental
facility, the beamline, and the acquisition system in addition to the projetion data itself. They also contain infor-
mation on the image processing routines to be applied to the projections and the reconstruction methods to be used
along with the parameters for each operation. After the data files arrive at the parallel computer, they undergo
several prelimary image processing steps such as normalization and alignment. The projections are then assembled
into sinogramsand reconstructed into volume slices. The reconstructed volume is then directed into another parallel
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Figure 1. The”straight-ray projection scheme used to acquire the tomographic projections. The x-ray beam is
monochromatizedby a Kohzu double-crystal monochromator. The monochromatic beam pssses through the sample
and reaches the CdW04 single-crystal scintillation screen. The visible light emitted by the scintillator is relayed
to the CCD detector by a microscope objective. Both the sample and the detector are mounted on x-g stages for
ahgnrnentto the x-ray beam. The sample is bed on a minature Z-Z stage mounted on the rotation stage so that
the sample’s region of interest can be centered on the rotation axis. The scintillationscreen is mounted on a z stage
for visible-lightobjective focusing adjustment.

computer called the VIZ Engine to interactively generate rendered images for viewing at video rate at both MCS
and the APS experimentalfloor. Rendered still images are also periodically written to a web serverto be viewed by
collaborators world wide. This pipelined data acquisition and computation system is illustratedin Fig. 4.

3.1. Data File Structure

The data from the acquisition system are separated into a header file containing the experimental conditions and
a seriesof data files that contain the actual projection data. The flea me written in the HierarchicalData Format
(HDF) created by the National Center for Supercomputing Applications.8 The HDF format was chosen because of
the following benefits:

● It is platform independent. (

● It is self-describing.

● It supports nearly all data types that are likely to be used in experiments.

● It has a Klerachlcalstructure to organize a large number of data fields.

The content of the filesis organized on the basis of the NeXus convention developed for the exchange of data ?iom
91° The original NeXus data group definitionshave been extended toneutron- and synchrotron-based experiments. I

accommodate the additional information required for tomography applications. The structure of the HDF header
file is shown in Fig. 5. An API written in C++ was implementedto manage the data. The API has C++ class
definitionsthat correspond to the HDF data structures.

3
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Figure 2. One projection of a micromachined gear acquired using 15 keV x rays using phase contrast. The gear
was fabricated at the 2-BM beamline with the deep x-ray lithographytechnique. It was made of PMMA with gold
coating. The dkrneter of the gear is about 100 pm. The image consistsof 512x512 pixels.

Figure 3. One projection of a carpenter ant’s head acquired using 9 keV x rays in absorption-contrast mode. The
field size was about 1.5 mm with 1024x1024 pixels.
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Figure 4. Illustrationof the data acqu~ltion and computation pipeline. An operator at the experiment station in
the APS controls the data acquisition system and views the reconstruction resulton the feedback monitor. The data
acquired at the beadine is first written to a local ha-d disk and then transferredvia a 100 Mb/second network to
MCS. The preprocessingand reconstruction calculationsare performed by the parallelcomputer. The reconstruction
results are saved to a hard disk at MCS then fed into the Vii Engine. The Viz Engine provides rendered images
interactivelyto the beamliie feedback monitor via the high-speed network and also periodically writes renderedstill
images to a web server.
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CMT_Experisnent _ CMT_ImageType CMT_BlackHeld
~ CMT WhiteField

CMT_FileAttriiute
CMT_BxperimentInfo
Nx_Instrument

1

E
CMT~Projection
CMT_ProcessedProjection
cMT_sinogram
CMT_Reconstruction

NX_Facility
NX_Source

T

NX_BombardmentSource
~_BendingMagnet
NX_InsertionDevice

ch4T_optics CMT_ZonePlate
~ CMT_VibleLightObjective

CMT_Detector

— (2MT Brir&FieIdcMT_rmegingMode
~ CMT~D&Field -

t
CMT~PhaseContrast
CMT_Luminescence

NX_Sample
~_AcquisitionUscr
CMT_ProcessingUser
W_ProcessingRecord

1

CM’r_Norrmlizstion.
CMT_Alignment
CMT_PhaseRetrieval
CMT_Filter

CMT_ReconsEoctionRecord CMT_FfitcredBackprojection
CMT ART
CMT:SIRT
CMT_MaximuroEntropy
H_MaximumLikelihood

Figure 5. Group structureof the HDF header file and the classstructure of the API written in C++. A time stamp
and file version are stored in the CMT_FileAttribute. Information on the experiment operator and the experiment
are stored in CMTAcquisitionUser and CMT_ExperimentInfogroups. Experimentalconditions, such as the facility,
beamline, optics, detectors, and sampleinformationarestored in NXJnstrument and NX%rnple. The imagingmode
or contrast mechanismis stored in CMTJmagingMode. Only one imaging mode is used for each header file. The
header file also contains information on the type of images stored in the seriesof associated data files: for example,
CMT.WhlteFleld and CMTJ%ojectiona arepresentin the raw data fileswhaleCMT-Sinogram is presentin a seriesof
files containing sinograms. The groups CMTJ?rocessingUser, CMTJ?rocessingRecord, CMTReconstructionRecord

“ store information on the person performing the image processing and reconstruction along with the processing
procedure and reconstruction methods used.
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3.2. Parallel Computer System

A SGI Origin 2000 parallelcomputer with 128 nodes is used for the computations. It utilizesa grid-enabled comput-
ing environment with the Globus metacomputing toolklt.11 An&gOUSto electric power grids, the Globus frame-
work dynamically handles resource allocation, resource configuration, program submission,1/0 operation, program
scheduling,file staging, and uniform program executions within a system of processors or work stations.12

After the reconstructionsare completed, the resultsare transferredto the Viz Engine for visu~lzation calculations
(see Fig. 4). The visualization software running on the VIZ Engine software uses a hardware-optimized volume-
renderingfuction library from Silicon Graphics called the Vohunizer.13 The rendered images can be viewed as a
stereoscopicdisplay on an ImmersaDeskin realtimeat live video frame rates as the data volume is manipulated or as
displayedparametersare changed. One limitation is that the data volume must have a size less than 256x256x256
pixels, hence our reconstructions often need to be subsampled before they cambe loaded into the VIZ Engine. The
Viz Engine also periodically writesstill imagesof the volume renderingto a web serverso that the rendered displays
can be viewed by collaborators worldwide. Thk feature is especially useful for experiments with a wide range of
participationsince, besides reducing the travel cost for the collaborators, it also allows a large number of specialkts
to provide prompt interpretationand feedback to the experiment operators.

3.3. Image Processing and Reconstruction

A numberof image-processingoperationsare applied to the projection data before they are assembledinto sinograms
for reconstruction. An increasing collection of filters are being added to this preprocessing software package, and
they can be selectively invoked by the user. The following axe the currently implemented routines:

●

●

●

b

white field remouak Removes the white field background of an image according to the Lambert-Beer law of
x-ray absorption:

~,= ]n ~,
f

(2)

where ~ is the raw image, fO is the white field image and ~’ is the fltered fiage.

mean and median jilten Replaces a pixel by a local averageor median. .

zinger jilten Calculates the local mean (or median) and standard deviation at each image pixel. Replaces the
pixel by the mean (or median) if the pixel value is more than a certain number of standard deviations away
from the mean (or median).

Wiener filter (least square): Deconvolution using a predeterminedpoint spread function weighed by the signal-
to-noise spectrum.

The white field removal function is routinely used in the experimentsto remove artifactsresultedfrom imperfections
of the scintillationscreen and beam non-uniformity. The mean/median and zinger filters are sometimesinvoked to
remove noise pixels from images. After the projections are filtered, they must be aligned so that they appear to
rotate around a common axis. Two alignment algorithms are currently implemented:

● centroid matching Shifts m image so that its centroid is located at a predeterminedposition.

● cross-correlation Aligns two images to each other using the cross-correlationfunction.

Alignmentusing the cross-correlationmethod is more accurate and consistentbut more time consuming and difficult
to parallelize. For this reason, the centroid-matchmgmethod is often used in the live run while the cross-correlation
method is mostly used in post-processing mode.

The reconstruction routines “ptomo” are based on code provided by Mark Ellisman and Steve Young from the
NationalCenterfor Microscopy and Imaging Research at the San Diego Supercomputing Center.14 Three commonly
usedalgorithmsare implemented: filteredbackprojection, ART and SIRT. Because of the largenumberof projections
acquired in our experiments, we have used filtered backprojection in our demonstrations and tests. Figures 6 and
7 show the screen captures from the visufllzation computer dkplaying the gear and ant data. They are of lower
resolution than the reconstruction because of subsampling. A section of the ant-head reconstruction without the
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Figure 6. Reconstruction from the micromachinedgear data. A section perpendicular to the gear axis is shown on
the left, and a side view is shown on the right. (Screen captures, subsampled to 256x 256x256.)

Figure 7. Sections of the reconstruction from the ant data. A “horizontal” section is shown at the left, and a
“vertical” section is shown at the right. (Screen captures, subsampledto 256x256 x256.)

subsamplingis shown in Fig. 8. From our demo and test runswith 180 projections, each consistingof 512x512 16-blt
integersand using 20 of the 128’processors, the preprocessingand reconstruction calculations can be completed in
lessthan 10 min. When the data wereacquired in a few cycles, the reconstruction from the startingcycles of typically
only 12 to 24 projections can be viewed at the experiment station with 2 to 3 min.

4. DISCUSSION

This hard x-ray microtomography system has demonstrated quasi-realtimeacquisition and reconstruction in the 10
min scale. Currently, the processes of data acquisitionand computation take about the same amount of time, thus
the two steps are “synchronized.” We would like to reduce both time intervalsso that the time requirementfor the
pipeline is only limited by the photon flux of the synchrotrons.A number of changes have been planned to decrease
the acquisition time to a few seconds:

● For our experimentsin which only modest energy resolutionis needed, the beamline efficiencycan be improved
by a factor of 10 by using a double-multilayermonochromator.

8
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Figure 8. Two sectionsfrom the reconstructionusing the ant data. The cavitiesof the crtium and the two incisors
are clearly shown. The images consist of 512x512 pixels of 3 pm size.

● The detection system needs a scintillatorthat is better matched for 5-20 keV x-ray absorption.

● A high numericalaperture objective should be used.

These improvementscan increase the combined efficiency of the beamline and the detection system by a factor of
100. Therefore the acquisition times can be reduced to the 10 s scale if the CCD readout time can be improved
correspondingly. On the other hand, the computation time can also be reduced to under 1 min for 180 projections
of 512x512-pixel imageswith the following improvements:

. Streamliningand parallelizingthe preprocessingroutines.

● Optimizingthe reconstruction softwarefrom the San Diego Supercomputing Centerfor our computing platform
acquisitionscheme.

We are also planning to improve the spatial resolution of our tomography system on two fronts: a better scin-
tillation screen and high numerical aperture objective can increase the raolution of our current setup to 1 pm, or,
a PEEM based detection system has the potential of increasing the resolution to the 10 nm scale; an imaging type
microscope is being developed at 2-ID-B (insertion device) beamline at the APS using 1-4 keV soft x rays and a
zone plate optical elementfor magnification to produce 50 nm resolution. We are also making zmeffort to develop a
graphical user interface system to control the acquisition, preprocessing, reconstruction, visualization steps so that
this system can be used by general beamline users.
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